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Niccolò Ammaniti
La vita intima
The Intimate Life

T he Intimate Life is a powerful novel, which brings Niccolò Ammaniti 
back to his origins, to his most successful books, but with 
something more, something new. In the ironic and often grotesque 

hues that make his writing unmistakable, he gives us a modern Portrait of 
a Lady, as painful as Henry James’s masterpiece and capable of making 
us laugh to the point of tears.

A novel, January 2023, Einaudi Stile Libero

FOREIGN RIGHTS SOLD IN:  
Germany (Eisele Verlag); The Netherlands (Lebowski).

COMING SOON

After 7 years, the new awaited novel by Niccolò Ammaniti.



Niccolò Ammaniti is the author of award-winning novels and short 
stories translated in 44 countries. Many of his books have been 
successfully made into film. 

Ammaniti has made his TV debut with The Miracle (2018), a SKY original 
series for which he was showrunner, co-writer and co-director. He is also 
showrunner, co-writer and director of Anna, a Sky original TV series, 
based on his novel of the same name. 

Niccolò Ammaniti
About the Author

FOREIGN PUBLISHERS OF NICCOLÒ AMMANITI’S WORKS

Albania (Botimet Dudaj), Armenia (Zangak), Australia and New Zealand 
(Text Publishing), Brazil (Companhia das Letras, Bertrand Editora Brasil), 
Bulgaria (Colibri), China (Shanghai 99, Crown Publishing, Horizon 
Media), Croatia (AGM, Profil, Vorto Palabra), Czech Republic (Havran, 
NLN), Denmark (Gyldendal), Egypt (Beba Editions), Estonia (Pegasus), 
Finland (Otava Publishing), France (Edition du Félin, Grasset, Laffont), 
Georgia (Sulakauri), Germany (Eisele, Fischer, Reclam, Piper), Greece 
(Perugia, Kastaniotis, Metaixmio), Hungary (Ulpius Haz, Noram kiado, 
Európa Könyvkiadó), Iceland (Bjartur), Israel (Kinneret), Japan 
(Hayakawa Shobo), Latvia (Jāņa Rozes apgāds), Lithuania (Tyto Alba, 
Alma Littera), Korea (Seamulkiul, Sigongsa), Kuwait and Middle East (Dar 
Kalemat), Macedonia (Kultura, Magor, Antolog), Mozambico (Societade 
Ediotorial Ndjira), The Netherlands (Wereldbibliotheek, Prometheus, 
Lebowski), Norway (HR Ferdinand, Vigmostad og Bjørke), Poland 
(Muza), Portugal (Dom Quixote, Bertrand Editora), Romania (Humanitas), 
Russia (Machaon, Inostranka, Atticus, Corpus), Serbia (Plato Books), 
Slovakia (Ikar), Slovenia (Goga, Študentska založba), Slovakia (Slovart), 
Spain and Latin America, Castilian (Grijalbo, Anagrama), Spain, Catalan 
(Empuries, Angle Editorial), Spain, Galician (Rinoceronte), Sweden 
(Norstedts), Thailand (Butterfly Publishing), Turkey (Can Yayinlari, Doğan 
Kitap), UK (Canongate), USA (Canongate US, Black Cat-Grove Atlantic), 
Vietnam (Phu Nu). 



Silvia Ballestra
La Sibilla. Vita di Joyce Lussu
The Sybil. Life of Joyce Lussu

From the pen of a great Italian writer, the extraordinary life of Joyce Lussu: 
poetess, partisan, feminist, rebellious woman with a portentous talent.

Gioconda Salvadori, Joyce for everyone, (1912-1998) lived a 
legendary, adventurous, poetic and political life. Tall, blond, blue-
eyed, with an aristocratic bearing, she is a woman of exceptional 

beauty, with a remarkable charm.  Throughout the 20th century she 
thought, wrote, acted and  fought, travelling around Europe, first to study 
philosophy in  Germany, and then across the borders of Nazi-fascist-
occupied  Europe: Paris, Lisbon, London, Marseilles, Rome and 
southern  Italy. Her story is a plot of forged documents, secret 
missions, clandestine diplomacy: Joyce, together with her husband Emilio 
Lussu and the “Giustizia e Libertà” comrades,  was supported in her 
choices by her anti-fascists family and was in the front line of the war of 
liberation, for which she received a silver medal for military valour. A poet, 
a translator and a writer, she has always combined  thought (prefiguring, 
very modern) and action. This action  continued in the post-war period 
with the fight against imperialist oppression. She translated, in a way that 
was  revolutionary in terms of method and choices, the Turkish 
poet  Nazim Hikmet and many other resistant poets from Albania, 
Kurdistan, Angola (Agostinho Nieto), and the Afro-American  poets of 
black power.  Joyce lived a rebellious life right up to the end, with 
constant  attention to the new generations, whom she called “the 
living future”. Silvia Ballestra was one of those young people who had the 
privilege of meeting Joyce personally in the 1990s and who now tells us 
about her in an unforgettable portrait.

A biography, October 2022, Laterza, 256 pages

FOREIGN RIGHTS:  
Agnese Gualdrini (foreignrights@laterza.it)



Silvia Ballestra was born in Porto San Giorgio (Ascoli Piceno). She 
was one of Pier Vittorio Tondelli’s “under 25s” in the landmark 
series of the late 1980s. She is the author of  Compleanno 

dell’iguana  (1991; 1995),  La seconda Dora  (2006),  Piove sul nostro 
amore (2008), I giorni della Rotonda (2009, Città di Fabriano Award), Le 
colline di fronte (2011), a journey around the life of Tullio Pericoli, Amiche 
mie (2014), the children book Christine e la città delle dame (2015), Vicini 
alla terra  (2017), La nuova stagione  (2019, Benedetto Croce Award 
2020). Her most recent book is La Sibilla. Vita di Joyce Lussu (2022)

Silvia Ballestra
About the Author



Andrea Canobbio
La traversata notturna
The Night Crossing

“My father's fall and my mother's reaction are at the origin of my writing.” 

La traversata notturna is a journey, or rather the story composed of 81 
short “on-site inspections” that I have carried out in my city over the 
last ten years. 

La traversata notturna the story of a marriage. My parents meet in 1943, 
my father has just returned from Russia. They fall in love, get married in 
1946, start a family. 
La traversata notturna has two protagonists: my father, who at the age of 
fifty fell into depression and did not come out of it until he died. And my 
mother: the dynamics of her reaction to her husband’s depression was 
not clear to me until I wrote this book. 
La traversata notturna is the story of a city, a vanished Turin, of which 
very few traces remain.
But the city of which I speak in the book may perhaps exist only in my 
head: here the mythology of ancient Egypt finds correspondence in my 
family history; the cosmogony of a distant African people gives me the 
key to understanding something about myself; a number of architects, 
philosophers, writers and ethnologists (Le Corbusier and Mollino, 
Rousseau and Nietzsche, Lévi-Strauss, Marcel Griaule and especially 
Michel Leiris) offer me their guidance. There are sad and dramatic 
scenes, but there are also comic moments. And above all, the dead still 
live and finally agree to talk about what they kept well hidden when they 
were alive.” 

Andrea Canobbio

A novel, September 2022, La Nave di Teseo, 514 pages



Andrea Canobbio made his debut in the anthology Giovani blues. 
Under 25, edited by Pier Vittorio Tondelli in 1986, with the short 
story Diario del centro. He then published the collection of short 

stories Vasi cinesi (1989), with which he won the Premio Grinzane opera 
prima and the Premio Mondello opera prima. This was followed by the 
novels Traslochi  (1992), Padri di padri  (1997),  Indivisibili  (2000), and  Il 
naturale disordine delle cose (2004), which won the Premio Brancati. He 
subsequently published two short autobiographical texts, Presentimento 
(2007), Mostrarsi (2011) and Tre anni luce (2013, Premio Mondello Opera 
Italiana). His most recent book is La traversata notturna (2022).

Andrea Canobbio
About the Author



Gianrico e Giorgia Carofiglio
L’ora del caffè
Coffee Time

It’s time to suspend our certainties, and start a journey into the extravagant 
universes of others.

We can spend a lifetime arguing without ever understanding each 
other, particularly when we belong to different generations. It’s 
almost always a problem of the coordinates we use to navigate 

our worlds. Everyone has their own and refuses to abandon them, even 
for a second. Being father and daughter doesn’t make things easier.
Tired of having “empty conversations,” Giorgia and Gianrico Carofiglio sat 
down at a table and faced with fresh eyes some of the topics that most 
divided them. Issues that affect all of us such as the climate, feminism, 
food, politics. They haven’t overcome all their differences, but they’ve 
developed a series of arguments – veritable short essays, tiles of a 
surprising mosaic – in which both points of view are combined in 
surprising ways. It is a bold and cheerful wager on the possibilities of a 
common language, of a shared vision of the world and the future.

“We rehashed and reassembled discussions from the past that had 
often ended badly. This time with a spirit of curiosity and 
experimentation. With the conviction that if univocal answers are 
not found, there will always be a different way to formulate the 
questions.”

An essay, November 2022, Einaudi Stile Libero



Award-winning, best-selling novelist Gianrico Carofiglio was born in 
Bari in 1961 and worked for many years as a prosecutor 
specializing in organized crime. He was appointed advisor of the 

anti-Mafia committee in the Italian  Parliament in 2007 and served as a 
senator from 2008 to 2013. Besides the bestselling Guido Guerrieri crime 
series, Carofiglio is the author of many novels, short stories and essays. 
His books have sold six million copies and have been translated or are 
going to be translated all over the world.

Gianrico e Giorgia Carofiglio
About the Authors

FOREIGN PUBLISHERS OF GIANRICO CAROFIGLIO’S WORKS
Albania (Fjala); Argentina (El Ateneo); Australia and New Zealand (Text 
Publishing); Austria (Folio Verlag); Bosnia (Buybook); Brazil (Editora 
Jaboticaba); Czech Republic (Host); Denmark (HR Ferdinand); Egypt 
(Beba Editions); Ethiopia (Soomaalyia); Finland (Kustannus Moreeni); 
France (Payot et Rivages, Seuil, Slatkine); Germany (Goldmann, Folio 
Verlag, Scoventa); Greece (Alexandria, Modern Times); Israel (Achuzat 
Bayit Books); Japan (Bungei ShunJu); Kenya (Soomaalyia); Lithuania 
(Homo liber); Mexico (Urano); The Netherlands (Prometheus); Poland 
(W.A.B. Foksal); Portugal (Porto Editora); Romania (Leda); Russia 
(Inostranka, Poliandria No Age); Serbia (Clio Publishing); Somalia 
(Soomaalyia); Spain, Castilian (Urano, La Esfera de los Libros, 
Anagrama, Duomo); Spain, Catalan (Edicions 62); Sweden (Schibsted, 
Forum); Switzerland, French (Slatkine); Tanzania (Soomaalyia); Turkey 
(Neden Kitap); Uganda (Soomaalyia); UK (Bitter Lemon Press, Old Street 
Publishing); US (Thomas Dunne, Rizzoli International, HarperVia); 

Giorgia Carofiglio  graduated in Political Theory from University 
College London. She previously worked in a literary agency and 
now works with several publishing houses.  With her father 

Gianrico Carofiglio, she published L’ora del caffè (2022).



Maria Castellitto
menodramma
menodrama

Maria Castellitto’s precise and melancholy writing, with its nihilistic and comic 
tones, reveals a young debut talent among Italian fiction.

London is a mine by night and a construction site by day. Between its 
scaffolding and tunnels, Duna graduated in Philosophy from the 
most enlightened university in England, and now she reads 

screenplays or almost-screenplays. She almost reads. Indeed, more than 
anything else she imagines. Although she is very young, Duna already 
has a previous life. Between life now, sitting at a desk in front of an older 
colleague who treats her kindly and who certainly loves her, and her life 
before in Rome, sitting in a classroom or on a scooter in the company of 
Veronica, there is a bullet whose victim has not yet been decided. Duna 
wanted to write a novel, but she stopped. The protagonist was a boy 
dressed as a clown, armed with a cleaver. Maybe he wasn’t a stranger. 
Duna plays with Alexander, a brilliant and moody friend committed to a 
psychiatric clinic. They talk to each other through advertising slogans. 
And Duna walks, through London, she walks dragging her bicycle with 
her. Her disenchantment is devoted to the idea of demonstrating that 
others exist and do not abandon us. Duna meets a famous young singer, 
Clement. They fall in love. But the happy ending, in fairy tales as in life, 
always depends on where you stop telling the story, and here they don’t 
stop in time. As Duna is returning from a party she’s gone to with him, 
crossing Blackfriars bridge on a night in which she is contemplating 
suicide more intensely than on others, she meets a man. And the man 
has a gun. Between her life now, in London, with no love anymore, and 
her life after that, still in London (but who knows for how long), there’s that 
bullet and its victim.

A Novel, January 2023, Marsilio, 144 pages



Maria Castellitto was born in Rome in 1997. She graduated in 
philosophy at the School of Oriental and African Studies in 2019. 
She has worked with several online publications writing articles on 

culture and politics. menodramma (2022) is her debut in fiction.

Maria Castellitto
About the Author



Emanuele Coccia
Filosofia della casa 
Philosophy of the Home

“Coccia belongs to a group of thinkers who do not seem to care much about what 
the great philosophers have worked out before them. They start from scratch. The 
material he uses comes from anthropologists, psychologists, sociologists, even 
theologians. And I admire this form of intellectual arrogance.”  

Alessandro Baricco

One of the most eclectic and esteemed European intellectuals of his 
generation tackles, with the tools of philosophy and his trademark 
originality, the theme of the home, the threshold between us and 

the rest of reality, the inexhaustible attempt to overlap our happiness with 
the world. And he has written an exceptional book: highly refined and 
prodigiously pop.

Philosophical modernity has focused everything on the city, but the 
future of the world can only be domestic. We need to think about the 
home: we live in the urgency of making this planet a real home, or 
rather of making our home a real planet, a space capable of 
welcoming everyone.

An Essay, June 2021, Einaudi Stile Libero, 180 pages

FOREIGN RIGHTS SOLD IN:  
Argentina (La Cebra); Brazil (Dantes); France (Payot & Rivages); 

Germany (Hanser); Japan (Keiso Shobo); Spain (Siruela); 
World English (Penguin Press). 

Germany (Hanser Verlag); World English (Penguin Press); Spain (Siruela)



Emanuele Coccia is an Italian philosopher. Since 2011 he is a 
professor at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales in 
Paris. 

Starting with studies on Averroes and Averroism, his research has turned 
to the ontological status of images and their normative power, and to the 
investigation of the nature of living things. 
He has collaborated on editorial projects with the philosopher Giorgio 
Agamben and has held lectures and courses at the universities of 
Freiburg, Tokyo, Buenos Aires, Düsseldorf, Amsterdam, Columbia 
University and Princeton. 
He has published  La vita sensibile  (2011),  Il bene nelle cose. La 
pubblicità come discorso morale  (2014),  La vita delle piante. Una 
metafisica della mescolanza  (2017),  Métamorphoses  (2020). His most 
recent essay is  Filosofia della casa  (2021).  His books have been 
translated into several languages. He is a columnist for  Libération  and 
collaborates with Le Monde and la Repubblica.

Emanuele Coccia
About the Author

FOREIGN PUBLISHERS OF EMANUELE COCCIA’S WORKS

Argentina (Adriana Hidalgo;  Marea;  Miño y Dávila; La Cebra); Brazil 
(Cultura e Barbarie;  Dantes); Finland (Tutkijaliitto); France:  Payot & 
Rivages;  Klincksieck); Germany (Hanser Verlag;  Merve); Japan (Keiso 
Shobo); The Netherlands (Leesmagazijn); Portugal (Documenta); 
Romania (Tact);  Spain (Shangrilá Ediciones; Siruela); Turkey (Iş Bankası 
Kültür Yayınları); UK (Polity; Penguin Press); US (Fordham University 
Press). 



Emanuele Coccia & 
Alessandro Michele

HarperCollins Italia will be publishing the book by philosopher Emanuele Coccia 
and Gucci Creative Director Alessandro Michele. It will also be published by Day 
Street in the US, by 4th Estate in UK and by Hanser in Germany.

For the first time  Alessandro Michele, Creative Director of Gucci, 
uncovers and reveals his world with the philosopher Emanuele 
Coccia. The result of their encounter is an exploration that reaches 

the pure essence of Michele’s creations, showing how his work ultimately 
revolutionized the contemporary fashion system.  Michele is transforming 
fashion: with him, dressing is a universe that allows women and men to 
live in a different way. All through the pages of this book fashion becomes 
the place where all the artistic disciplines tend to, to bring a new form to 
life.

FOREIGN RIGHTS:  
aurora.peccarisi@harpercollins.it

SOLD IN:
Germany: Hanser; UK: 4th Estate; US: Dey Street

FORTHCOMING IN 2023

mailto:aurora.peccarisi@harpercollins.it


Giancarlo De Cataldo
Dolce vita, dolce morte
Sweet Life, Sweet Death

Through a new and fascinating narrative lens Giancarlo De Cataldo, drawing 
inspiration from an inextricable cold case that marked the Sixties in Italy, tells us 
about the obsessions and the mysteries of the eternal city.

1963. The lights of Rome shimmer at the time of La Dolce Vita. 
Cameras flash between the slick, nervous hands of the paparazzi, 
scandal is the other name for social life. In the cafes everybody stays 

up late, the most beautiful dream is the one dreamed together. A German 
girl is also dreaming: she is twenty-three years old, her name is Greta, 
and she wants to be an actress. Until, one day in May, she is found 
stabbed to death in a building near Via Veneto. Beneath the dazzling 
surface of the capital, in fact, lies the abyss. Marcello Montecchi, 30, a 
brilliant byline of a prestigious Roman newspaper, knows this well. His 
editor asked him to follow up the case without knowing that he actually 
met Greta during fleeting encounters flavored with whiskey and 
cigarettes. And now he will have to delve into the secret and dark side of 
that elusive girl.

A crime story, October 2022, Rizzoli, 160 pages



Giancarlo De Cataldo was born in Taranto. He lives and works in 
Rome where he’s a judge of the First Appeal Assizes Court. He 
has been judge in many important and well-known cases, dealing 

with Mafia, murder, terrorism. His most famous novel is  Romanzo 
Criminale  (2002), that became a movie directed by Michele Placido and 
an equally successful TV series, directed by Stefano Sollima (also 
director of TV series Gomorra, based on Roberto Saviano’s novel). The 
series was broadcast by Channel 4 in UK. The English translation of the 
novel was published in 2015 by Corvus Publishing. Three of his short 
stories are translated in the anthologies  Italian crime  (Bitter Lemon 
Press), Cocaine  and  Judges  (MacLehose Press). His novel The father 
and the foreigner  is published by Europa Editions. He also wrote short 
stories, graphic novels, and scripts for cinema and TV networks. 
His novel Suburra, co-written with the journalist Carlo Bonini, has been 
adapted for cinema by director Stefano Sollima and it is available 
worldwide on Netflix. He is story-editor of the Netflix TV series based 
on Suburra. Suburra is published in English by Europa Editions. His most 
recent novels are L’agente del caos (2018), Alba nera (2019), Quasi per 
caso  (2019, Premio Ippolito Nievo 2021),  Io sono il castigo  (2020), Tre 
passi per un delitto  (2020, with Cristina Cassar Scalia e Maurizio De 
Giovanni),  Un cuore sleale  (2020),  Il suo freddo pianto  (2021),  La 
svedese (2022).

Giancarlo De Cataldo
About the Author



Francesca Manieri
Asante

Francesca Manieri explores human and animal nature in this story, taut as a bow 
ready to release its arrow.

A young couple, their relationship on the rocks, two bored children, 
and an inexperienced tour guide. All are on board a jeep 
somewhere in Tanzania. What should be a relaxed safari is in 

danger of turning into a game that leads to a massacre. Because 
sometimes it takes very little – a sentence out of place, a wrong trail – to 
upend our certainties. And so the anxieties we have always harbored, 
which we have done everything to keep hidden, even from ourselves, 
come out with unexpected ferocity. Francesca Manieri explores human 
and animal nature in this story, taut as a bow ready to release its arrow. 
With the gaze of an entomologist she observes her characters struggling 
between the ghosts of the past and the fragility of the present, showing us 
how much one can be prey and predator at the same time.

October 2022, Einaudi, 50 pages



Francesca Manieri  has a degree in philosophy, and a degree in 
screenwriting from the Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia. In 
recent years she has written numerous screenplays, including Laura 

Bispuri’s Vergine Giurata  (in competition at the Berlin festival, and the 
winner of the Nora Ephron award at the Tribeca Film Festival), Veloce 
come il vento  and  Il primo re, both by Matteo Rovere,  L’immensità  by 
Emanuele Crialese (in competition at the Venice Film Festival), Marcel by 
Jasmine Trinca (an official selection at Cannes), episodes 2 and 3 of the 
trilogy  Smetto quando voglio  and  L’incredibile storia dell’Isola delle 
Rose by Sydney Sibilia. For television she co-wrote Il Miracolo and Anna, 
both by Niccolò Ammaniti, and We Are Who We Are written with Paolo 
Giordano and directed by Luca Guadagnino. Her latest work is Supersex, 
an upcoming Netflix series dedicated to the life of Rocco Siffredi.

Francesca Manieri
About the Author



Ezio Mauro
L’anno del fascismo
The Year of Fascism

1922 seemed a difficult and violent year in a lost country, but instead it was the 
Italian threshold of dictatorship.

In the dark months leading to the dissolution of the liberal state 
Mussolini, with his tragic and spectacular conception of life, crosses the 
spirit of the times: politics is reduced to its physical dimension, ritual 

supplants culture. All around, an empty sky of dull stars, in a crumbling 
political world unable to read the changing society, dazed by the 
worldwide echo of the Bolshevik revolution and the contagious 
suggestion that the myth of Russia radiated from St. Petersburg.
The Italian liberal state seemed exhausted and did not know it, unable to 
cope with the new social and political phenomena, as if they no longer fit 
within its ancient categories. The king is alone. It is up to him to fill the 
institutional scene, Head by the grace of God and the will of the nation of 
a state that is shattered by failing to fulfill its constitutional commitments, 
and day after day surrenders to the fascist fury that presses on to 
supplant him.
Ezio Mauro recounts the decisive year of the fracture between two 
epochs: after the war, in front of the declining power of the dynasties, 
there is in Italy the growing, violent impetus of the new fascist movement. 
Is it already a power?

An essay, October 2022, Feltrinelli, 240 pages



Ezio Mauro  started his career in journalism  in 1972 at the 
newspaper  Gazzetta del Popolo  in Turin. Then, he became a 
political reporter in Rome for La Stampa, for which he was also a 

foreign correspondent, writing stories and conducting investigative reports 
in the United States. In 1988, he started contributing to the newspaper la 
Repubblica,  writing from Moscow. On June 26, 1990 he re-joined  La 
Stampa, becoming its editor-in-chief two years later. On May 6, 1996 he 
became the editor-in-chief of  la Repubblica.  In 2011, he published  La 
felicità della democrazia. Un dialogo, with Gustavo Zagrebelsky, and in 
2015 Babel, his dialogue on democracy with Zygmunt Bauman. He has 
written L’anno del ferro e del fuoco. Cronache di una rivoluzione (2017), 
L’uomo bianco  (2018), Anime prigioniere. Cronache dal muro di Berlino 
(2019), Liberi dal male (2020), La dannazione (2020), Lo scrittore senza 
nome (2021).  His most recent book is  L’anno del fascismo (2022). In 
2016 he left his place as editor-in-chief of  la Repubblica, but he still 
contributes to it.

Ezio Mauro
About the Author
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Melania G. Mazzucco
Self-Portrait

The museum of the world of women.

In Museo del mondo (Museum of the World), published in 2014, Melania 
Mazzucco took a journey in search of the most beloved masterpiece 
paintings of all time, works by artists “with whom it is worth spending 

time. Not necessarily the most celebrated masters… But also the 
unusual, the anomalous.” Among the latter we could certainly consider 
women who for centuries, despite their talent and skill, have not been 
able to exercise art with the same means and prospects as men.
Mazzucco returns today with a new Museum, dealing with works in which 
the woman is “twice the subject”: a woman conceives and creates the 
painting, and a woman is also the subject of the painting. An all-female 
path, where women “claim the right to turn their backs on housework,” to 
fulfill themselves through art, beyond the roles that society and the culture 
of the time assign to them.

An essay, October 2022, Einaudi, 150 pages

This new Museum  is constructed as a journey into a woman’s life, 
from birth to death, passing through childhood, motherhood, 
eroticism, work, loneliness, old age. From Artemisia Gentileschi to 
Plautilla Briccia (“the architectress”), from Frida Kahlo to Georgia 
O’Keeffe to Carol Rama, Louise Bourgeois and Marlene Dumas, 
Mazzucco fascinates us and involves us with new, exciting stories 
from the universe of painting, faithful to the principle that had 
guided her in her initial choice: “The desire for a work is the only 
truly fundamental criterion for my selection… I’m writing about it to 
find it again, and relive the experience of that encounter.”



Melania G. Mazzucco was born in Rome, and made her debut in 
fiction with Il bacio della Medusa (1996), followed by La camera di 
Baltus (1998) and Lei così amata (2000). Her novel Vita was 

awarded the Premio Strega in 2003, named in a New York Times Book 
Review Editors’ Choice and selected for the Publishers Weekly Top Ten 
Books of the Year. After Un giorno perfetto (2005), she wrote about 
Tintoretto the novel La lunga attesa dell’angelo (2008) and the essay 
Jacomo Tintoretto e i suoi figli (2009). Her most recent works are Limbo 
(2012), Il bassotto e la Regina (2012), Sei come sei (2013), Io sono con 
te. Storia di Brigitte (2016), L'architettrice (2019), Self-Portrait (2022). She 
created and wrote the docu-film Tintoretto. A Rebel in Venice, a 2019 Sky 
Arts original production distributed all over the world. Her books have 
been translated in 27 languages.

Melania G. Mazzucco
About the Author

FOREIGN PUBLISHERS OF MELANIA G. MAZZUCCO’S WORKS

Albania (Fjala); Bulgaria (Ciela); Croatia (Hena); Egypt (Beba Editions);  
France (Denoël); Germany (Insel); The Netherlands (Wereldbibliotheek); 
Russia (Corpus); Serbia (Laguna); Spain (Anagrama); Spain-Catalan 
(Univers).
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Matteo Nucci
Sono difficili le cose belle
Good Things are the Hardest Ones	

After having told with extraordinary skill about the Greek philosophy and 
mythology, Matteo Nucci, in his fourth novel, amazes the readers with this 
wonderful story, born as a gift for his granddaughters hit from mourning…	

Arianna is ten years old and has recently lost her grandmother. An 
inexplicable, unimaginable pain that she can’t understand nor can’t 
tell, but that keeps her awake at night.	

On an afternoon like many others, however, along the road that is leading 
her towards the Janiculum in Rome, a red car appears. And, from the little 
window, here it is the smile that Arianna knows very well, along with the 
voice she thought she had forgotten. Her grandmother is there. She came 
back for her.	
An incredible journey begins: grandmother and granddaughter cross the 
threshold of a familiar park, which soon becomes an enchanted place, 
able to take them to a distant dimension, made of memory, imagination, 
dream, love. Every rule seems overturned while, amidst enthusiasm and 
fears, a path opens towards the past, made up of familiar and personal 
memories to reach the miraculous present in which grandmother and 
granddaughter are reunited as if by magic, and towards Arianna’s future, 
all to be written. 	

A novel, August 2022, HarperCollins Italia, 288 pages

FOREIGN RIGHTS:  
aurora.peccarisi@harpercollins.it



Matteo Nucci  was born in Rome. He studied ancient philosophy, 
published essays on Empedocles, Socrates and Plato, and a new 
edition of Plato’s Symposium. He wrote Sono comuni le cose degli 

amici (2009), which was shortlisted for Premio Strega, Il toro non sbaglia 
mai  (2011),  Le lacrime degli eroi  (2013),  È giusto obbedire alla 
notte (2017), selected for the Premio Strega 2017, and L’abisso di Eros – 
Seduzione  (2018). His short stories appeared in anthologies and 
magazines (such as  Il Caffè Illustrato and Nuovi Argomenti) and he is a 
contributor to Il Venerdì di Repubblica and Il Messaggero. He’s one of the 
authors of the anthologies The Passenger – Grecia (2019), La caduta dei 
campioni  (2020) and  The Passenger – Roma  (2021). His most recent 
books are Achille e Odisseo. La ferocia e l’inganno (2020), Viaggio nella 
Grecia d’Italia (2020), Sono difficili le cose belle (2022).

Matteo Nucci
About the Author



Francesco Piccolo
La bella confusione
The Beautiful Confusion

Two absolute masterpieces: the power of art, the secrets of cinema, the duels of 
an Italy that we would no longer know how to imagine.

For  La bella confusione, Francesco Piccolo sifted through letters, 
videos, notes and diaries, interviews, gossip, and eyewitness 
accounts like a detective chasing the figures and episodes that 

made history. Because in this novel, unlike any other, the secondary 
characters’ names are Ennio Flaiano, Sandra Milo, Tomasi di 
Lampedusa, Camilla Cederna, Burt Lancaster and Pier Paolo Pasolini. 
Cinema and literature, the author’s two great loves, light up in the passion 
of the story. Moving between myth and anecdote, his unmistakable voice 
awakens millions of memories and gives us the light of an era.

1963 was the year of Fellini and Visconti, a decisive year for Italian 
cinema. It saw the birth of two epochal films: Il Gattopardo and Otto 
e mezzo. The incredible adversities of their creation are intertwined 
with those of a famous novel that was rejected and then 
rediscovered, and with the personal and public events of two 
sublime adversarial directors. Francesco Piccolo’s passion for 
cinema, politics and literature blazes in this great story – unique and 
overwhelming – about the strength of genius and destiny.

March 2023, Einaudi, 282 pages



Francesco Piccolo was born in Caserta and lives in Rome. He is the 
author of Scrivere è un tic. I metodi degli scrittori (1994), Storie di 
primogeniti e figli unici (1996), E se c’ero, dormivo (1998), Il tempo 

imperfetto (2000), Allegro occidentale (2003), L’Italia spensierata (2007), 
La separazione del maschio (2008), Momenti di trascurabile felicità 
(2010), Il desiderio di essere come tutti (2013, Premio Strega 2014), 
Momenti di trascurabile infelicità (2015), L’animale che mi porto dentro 
(2018), Momenti trascurabili Vol. 3 (2020). He has written award-winning 
works for cinema, theater and radio, and is a regular contributor to the 
Corriere della Sera. He scripted the tv series My Brilliant Friend, based on 
the international bestseller by Elena Ferrante, and the movie by Daniele 
Luchetti Momenti di trascurabile felicità, based on his books. 

Francesco Piccolo
About the Author

FOREIGN PUBLISHERS OF FRANCESCO PICCOLO’S WORKS

Albania (Fjala); Bulgaria (Ciela); Croatia (Hena); Egypt (Beba Editions);  
France (Denoël); Germany (Insel); The Netherlands (Wereldbibliotheek); 
Russia (Corpus); Serbia (Laguna); Spain (Anagrama); Spain-Catalan 
(Univers).
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Gabriele Romagnoli
Sogno bianco
White Dream

Cli-fi meets family saga in a powerful and visionary novel that narrates, through a 
family and three generations, the disappearance of the most important Italian 
glacier.

Glacier M has a thousand-year history, and on its sides man has 
learned to live and survive in trying conditions. The three 
descendants of the Darman family know this well, their 

consecutive lives forever connected with the frozen mountain.
A soldier risks his life in the ice city and among the snow-covered 
trenches at the beginning of the twentieth century; a mountain guide 
fights the tourist invasion in the eighties; and a woman comes to terms 
with a world that is dying in a future that’s too near.
Entwined with their lives is a century of Italian history and the shocking 
and rapid end of the white giant.
In an exciting narrative like no other, Gabriele Romagnoli has invented a 
human and environmental epic. A tale of men and women immersed in a 
changing natural environment, full of fears and hopes, like us. 

For those who loved Richard Powers’s masterpiece The Overstory, 
this is a stunning, thought-provoking piece of fiction for our 
frightening times, casting a new light on our relationship with 
nature. 

A novel, September 2022, Rizzoli, 208 pages

FOREIGN RIGHTS:  
sonia.finotello@rizzolilibri.it



GABRIELE ROMAGNOLI (Bologna, 1960)  is a bestselling author, 
widely known in Italy for his works of fiction and narrative non-
fiction. He has lived in New York, Paris, Beirut and Cairo, and 

speaks English, Spanish and French. He is also one the most prominent 
columnists for La Repubblica. His books include Navi in bottiglia (1993; 
2010, Campiello finalist), Solo bagaglio a mano (2015) and, most 
recently, Cosa faresti se (2021), whose rights have been optioned for a 
film, and Sogno bianco (2022). He spent several weeks on the 
Marmolada glacier to write this novel. The classics that most inspired him 
were Steinbeck's To a God Unknown and Auster's In the Country of Last 
Things. 

Gabriele Romagnoli
About the Author



Elena Stancanelli
Il tuffatore
The Diver

“Il tuffatore is a narrative mosaic in which personal memories, interviews, 
quotations and sensations forge a picture of an Italy that no longer exists.” 

la Repubblica

Elegance and passion for risk coexist in the diver. As a young boy, 
Raul Gardini had learned how to dive from the Ravenna pier. 
Handsome, seductive, always tanned, scion of one of the most 

powerful Italian industrial families, he had both the ambition and 
unscrupulousness needed to change the rules of the game. He was 
driven by desire, by an obsession to go straighter and faster towards 
solving any problem. At any cost. 
Elena Stancanelli recounts the parable of Raul Gardini as the novel of a 
vanished generation, made up of men defeated by history, proud of their 
courage, arrogant, ready to risk to the point of gambling. Men who were 
hard to resist. The story of an entrepreneur who left Ravenna to conquer 
the world enters the life and memories of the writer, it intertwines with the 
songs of Fabrizio De André, moves against the backdrop of a provincial 
Romagna among Fellini’s ghosts, heroic myths, sudden rises and ruinous 
falls. All around there are the dreams of glory of a country that looks to 
the man of providence at first with hope, and then with suspicion. Until 
everything collapses. And the diver remains up there, alone, suspended 
in flight between life and death.

A novel, February 2022, La Nave di Teseo, 240 pages



Elena Stancanelli was born in Florence and lives in Rome. She is 
the  author of   Benzina  (1998), which became a film directed by 
Monica Stambrini in 2001, Le attrici (2001), Un uomo giusto (2011), 

La femmina nuda (2016, finalist for Premio Strega, Premio Ninfa Galatea, 
Premio Caccuri),  Venne alla spiaggia un assassino  (2019) and  Il 
tuffatore (2022). Among the other works, the short stories Il giorno del mio 
compleanno, included in the anthology Ragazze che dovresti conoscere 
(2004),  Cappelli, included in the anthology  Figuracce  (2014), and  6-0 
6-0, included in Smash (2016).

Elena Stancanelli
About the Author

FOREIGN PUBLISHERS OF ELENA STANCANELLI’S WORKS

France (Stock); Germany (Berlin); The Netherlands (Wereldbibliotheek); 
Spain (Anagrama).



Vincenzo Trione
Artivismo
Artivism

“Trione uses a very refined descriptive technique and an effective expedient: 
imagining impossible museums.” Emanuele Trevi, Corriere della Sera

In the non-homogeneous scenarios of the art of our time, Vincenzo 
Trione identifies the emergence of a trend: political art, summed up by 
the expression “artivism”. The protagonists are artist-intellectuals who 

follow different paths. Some of them create works aimed at bearing 
witness to the urgency of the news and the drama of migrants. Others 
build installations that pay attention to environmental and ecological 
issues. Others, like the street artists, propose colourful forms of urban 
redevelopment, in which they often comment on current facts and events: 
original commentary within contexts marked by marginalization and social 
problems. Different hypotheses to say with strength the reasons for civil 
commitment.

An essay, January 2022, Einaudi, 232 pages



Vincenzo Trione  is a professor of Arts & Media and of History of 
Contemporary Art at IULM University in Milan, where he is the 
head of the department of Arts, Tourism and Markets and the 

coordinator of the PhD in Visual and Media Studies. He contributes to 
the Corriere della Sera and he is a member of the scientific committee for 
the Enciclopedia Italiana Treccani and for Madre Museum in Naples. He 
has been the curator of many relevant exhibition, including the 56th 
edition of La Biennale di Venezia (Visual Arts, 2015). 
His publications include many essays about the avantgardes. He is the 
author of  Il poeta e le arti. Apollinaire e il tempo delle avanguardie 
(1999),  Dentro le cose. Ardengo Soffici critico d’arte  (2001),  Atlanti 
metafisici. Giorgio de Chirico: arte, architettura, critica (2005), Le città del 
silenzio. Giorgio de Chirico: architettura, memoria, profezia (2009), Effetto 
città. Arte cinema modernità  (2014, Premio Roma, Premio-giuria 
Viareggio),  Contro le mostre  (2017, con Tomaso Montanari),  L’opera 
interminabile  (2019),  Artivismo  (2022).  Among the books he has 
curated:  Napoli assediata  (with Giuseppe Montesano); Alberto 
Savinio, La nascita di Venere. Scritti sull’arte (2007); Mimmo Rotella, Anni 
di piombo  (2012);  Arte in tv. Forme di divulgazione  (2014, with Aldo 
Grasso);  Il cinema degli architetti  (2014); Roberto Longhi, Boccioni e il 
futurismo (2016); Sull’arte by Umberto Eco (2022).

Vincenzo Trione
About the Author
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